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The Reflect Mirrors’ design team works 
closely with interior designers, architects 
and procurement companies in order to 
make sure that our mirrors     
reflect the intended look, feel and design.

No challenge is too great as we are 
always pushing the boundaries of 
what can be done.

Reflect Mirrors is always introducing
new technology and ways to
save on cost and efficiency. 

We are set up for mass 
production and fast 
turn around times with 
a hands on approach 
to all our projects.

Custom mirror 
designs are available.  

 

About Us
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Go with Reect Mirrors.Green 

Energy Efcient

LED lights are up to 80% more efficient than traditional lighting 
such as fluorescent and incandescent lights. 

95% of the energy in LEDs is converted into light and only 5% is 
wasted as heat. 

This is compared to fluorescent lights which convert 95% of 
energy to heat and only 5% into light! LED lights also draw much 
less power than traditional lighting; a typical 84 watt fluorescent 
can be replaced by a 36 watt LED to give the same level of light. 

Less energy use reduces the demand from power plants and 
decreases greenhouse gas emissions.

Life span

A longer life span means lower carbon emissions.

LED lights last up to six times longer than other types of lights, 
reducing the requirement for frequent replacements. 

This results in using fewer lights and hence fewer resources are 
needed for manufacturing processes, packaging materials and 
transportation.



Reflection & Clarity Perfected

All Reflect Mirrors are manufactured from the Pilkington 
Optimirror™ Range, which is a collection of high 
specification mirrors that incorporate excellent protection 
of the reflective silver layer, without the need for the 
copper and lead used in the conventional process. 

In addition to being environmentally friendly to 
manufacture, the Pilkington Optimirror™ Range offers far
greater resistance to natural atmospheric
corrosion – thus reducing the unsightly
problems of black edges and spot faults.

Reflect Mirrors import their own mirror sheets as this ensures 
better pricing, better service and better quality control.
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Heating pads prevent your 
mirror from steaming up, 
making it easier to shave and 
put on makeup.
Look for our Deluxe 
Mirror Range for more details.
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No need for an electrical point, your battery powered LED mirror will 
light up for 6 hours and works great as an after thought once your 
bathroom has already been tiled and renovated.
Easy removal  for recharge. Recharging time = 6 hours.
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TWIN STRIP RL5018  
This mirror is great for makeup and shaving.
Our LED tubes provide the perfect light for design & 
function.

Mirror Features:

2 x LED tube lights with motion sensor.
12v LED’s & transformer.
Landscape & portrait.

Functions:
Motion switch.
Move your hand passed 
the indicated motion 
switch area to activate the 
LED’s. Do the same to turn
off.

600mm
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TWIN STRIP RL6018 DELUXE 

This mirror is great for makeup and shaving.
Our LED tubes provide the perfect light for design & 
function.

Mirror Features:

2 x LED tube lights with touch switch.
Demister pad with touch switch.
12v LED’s & transformer.

Functions:

LED touch switch.
Touch once = Standby
Touch Twice = LED on
Touch 3 Sec = Off

Demister pad.
Touch once = Standby
Touch Twice = Pad on
Touch 3 Sec = Off

600mm
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TWIN STAR RL7018
This mirror is great for makeup and shaving.
Our LED tubes provide the perfect light for design & 
function.

Mirror Features:

2 x LED tube lights with motion sensor.
12v LED’s & transformer.
Landscape & portrait.

Functions:
Motion switch.
Move your hand passed 
the indicated motion 
switch area to activate the 
LED’s. Do the same to turn
off.

600mm
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TWIN STAR RL8018 DELUXE 

This mirror is great for makeup and shaving.
Our LED sparkle lights provide the perfect light for 
design & function.

Mirror Features:

2 x LED sparkle lights rows with touch 
switch. Demister pad with touch switch.
12v LED’s & transformer.

Functions:

LED touch switch.
Touch once = Standby
Touch Twice = LED on
Touch 3 Sec = Off

Demister pad.
Touch once = Standby
Touch Twice = Pad on
Touch 3 Sec = Off

600mm
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TRI STAR RL9018
This mirror is great for makeup and shaving.
Our sparkle lights provide the perfect light for 
design & function.

Mirror Features:

3 x LED Sparkle light rows with motion sensor.
12v LED’s & transformer.

Functions:

Motion switch.
Move your hand passed 
the indicated motion 
switch area to activate the 
LED’s. Do the same to turn
off.

600mm
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TRI STAR RL1018 DELUXE 

This mirror is great for makeup and shaving.
Our LED sparkle lights provide the perfect light for 
design & function.

Mirror Features:

3 x LED sparkle lights rows with 
touch switch. Demister pad with touch 
switch. 12v LED’s & transformer.

Functions:

LED touch switch.
Touch once = Standby
Touch Twice = LED on
Touch 3 Sec = Off

Demister pad.
Touch once = Standby
Touch Twice = Pad on
Touch 3 Sec = Off

600mm
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NEON GLOW RL1118 
This mirror is great for setting the mood and 
atmosphere  in any area of the home.
Our LED diffused light provides the perfect light for 
illuminating the wall and basin area.

Mirror Features:

All round LED glow light with touch switch.
12v LED’s & transformer.

Functions:

LED touch switch.
Touch once = Standby
Touch Twice = LED on
Touch 3 Sec = Off
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RIM GLOW RL1218
This mirror is great for setting the mood and 
atmosphere  in any area of the home.
Our LED diffused light provides the perfect light for 
illuminating the wall area, 
creating a washed light 
look.

Mirror Features:

Left & right LED glow lights
with motion sensor.
12v LED’s & transformer.
Mirror can be hung 
landscape or portrait.

Functions:
Motion switch.
Move your hand passed 
the indicated motion 
switch area to activate the 
LED’s. Do the same to turn
off.

1
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PORT SIDE GLOW RL1318
This mirror is great for setting the mood and 
atmosphere  in any area of the home.
Our LED diffused light provides the perfect light for 
illuminating the wall and basin area.

Mirror Features:

All round LED glow light with touch switch.
12v LED’s & transformer.

Functions:

LED touch switch.
Touch once = Standby
Touch Twice = LED on
Touch 3 Sec = Off

700mm
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OVAL DELIGHT GLOW RL1418

This mirror is great for setting the mood and 
atmosphere  in any area of the home.
Our LED diffused light provides the perfect light for 
illuminating the wall and basin area.

Mirror Features:

All round LED glow light with touch switch.
12v LED’s & transformer.

Functions:

LED touch switch.
Touch once = Standby
Touch Twice = LED on
Touch 3 Sec = Off

600mm
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MAKEUP TIME RL2218
This mirror is great for makeup and shaving.
Our edge lights provide the perfect light for 
form & function, making sure you are 
always on time.

Mirror Features:

2 x LED extra bright light rows with motion sensor.
LED Digi Clock
12v LED’s & transformer.

Functions:

Motion switch.
Move your hand passed 
the indicated motion 
switch area to activate the 
LED’s. Do the same to turn
off.

600mm
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CLEAR VISION RL2318
This mirror is great for makeup and shaving.
Our edge lights provide the perfect light for 
form & function.

Mirror Features:

2 x LED extra bright light rows with motion sensor.
12v LED’s & transformer.

Functions:

Motion switch.
Move your hand passed 
the indicated motion 
switch area to activate the 
LED’s. Do the same to turn
off.

600mm
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EYE LINE  RL2418 1600mm
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EXTRA BRIGHT!
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This mirror is great for makeup and shaving.
Our edge lights provide the perfect light for 
form & function.

Mirror Features:
2 x LED extra bright light strips with motion sensor.
2 x 12v transformers.

Functions:
Motion switch.
Move your hand passed 
the indicated motion 
switch area to activate the 
LED’s. Do the same to turn
off. 20



DAZZLE  RL1518
This mirror is great for a larger bathroom setting. 
The size of mirror allows it to be used in multiple areas
of the home.
Our LED sparkle light provides the perfect light for 
illuminating the face while applying make up or shaving.

Mirror Features:

Sparkle LED light with touch switch.
12v LED’s & transformer.

Functions:

LED touch switch.
Touch once = Standby
Touch Twice = LED on
Touch 3 Sec = Off

1300mm
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CURVEY  RL1618
This mirror is great for a larger bathroom setting. 
The size of mirror allows it to be used in multiple areas
of the home.
Our LED tube lights provide the perfect light for 
illuminating the face while applying make up or shaving.

Mirror Features:

Tube LED lights with motion sensor.
12v LED’s & transformer.

Functions:

Motion switch.
Move your hand passed 
the indicated motion 
switch area to activate the 
LED’s. Do the same to turn
off.

1300mm
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EDGE GLOW RL1718 
This mirror is great for a larger bathroom setting. 
The size of mirror allows it to be used in multiple areas
of the home.
Our Diffused light provides the perfect light for 
illuminating the wall and basin area of your bathroom.

Mirror Features:

Diffused LED light with motion sensor.
12v LED’s & transformer.
Landscape & Portrait 

Functions:
Motion switch.
Move your hand passed 
the indicated motion 
switch area to activate the 
LED’s. Do the same to turn
off.

1300mm
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VIVACIOUS RL1818 
This mirror is great for a larger bathroom setting. 
The size of mirror allows it to be used in multiple areas
of the home.

Our LED tube lights provide the perfect light for 
illuminating the face while applying make up or shaving.

Mirror Features:

Tube LED lights with motion sensor.
12v LED’s & transformer.
Landscape & Portrait 

Functions:
Motion switch.
Move your hand passed 
the indicated motion 
switch area to activate the 
LED’s. Do the same to turn
off.

1300mm
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STUDIO RP0718

Plain rectangle mirror with
an anodised aluminum frame

at the rear.
Four key holes for xing landscape 

or portrait.
Dimensions:

600mm x 800mm   

FULL VIEW RP0818

Plain rectangle mirror with
an anodised aluminum frame

at the rear.
Four key holes for xing landscape 

or portrait.
Dimensions:

1300mm x 800mm   



MOTION RANGE

TWIN STRIP RL5018
600mm X 800mm 

TWIN STAR RL7018
600mm X 800mm

TRI STAR RL9018
600mm X 800mm

RIM GLOW RL1218
600mm X 1000mm

CURVEY RL1618
1300mm X 800mm

EDGE GLOW RL1718
1300mm X 800mm

VIVACIOUS RL1818
1300mm X 800mm
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DELUXE RANGE

TOUCH RANGE

TWIN STRIP DELUXE RL6018

600mm X 800mm 
TWIN STAR DELUXE RL8018

600mm X 800mm
TRI STAR DELUXE RL1018

600mm X 800mm

DAZZLE RL8018
1300mm X 800mm

NEON GLOW RL1118
600mm X 1000mm

OVAL DELIGHT GLOW 
RL1418

600mm X 900mm

PORT SIDE GLOW RL1318
Dia:700mm 
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PORT SIDE RP0418
Dia: 700mm 

OVAL DELIGHT RP0518  
600mm x 900mm

SLIM LINE RP0618
600mm x 1000mm

STUDIO RP0718
600mm x 800mm

FULL VIEW RP0818
1300mm x 800mm

PLAIN RANGE



SUNDIAL SILVER RPS318
Dia: 700mm 

SUPER SPARKLE RANGE

COM
IN

G SOON

SUNDIAL RUBY RPS418
Dia: 700mm 

SUNDIAL BLACK RPS518
Dia: 700mm 

ORNATE BLACK RPS618
 W600mm x H900mm 

ORNATE RUBY RPS718
 W600mm x H900mm 

ORNATE SILVER RPS718
 W600mm x H900mm 30



Mirror Installation Instructions

(please note it is recommended that the mirror be installed by a qualified 
electrician.)

Ÿ Remove the mirror from the packaging and place it on a soft or padded surface.
Ÿ Do not remove the protective plastic film on the surface of the mirror until it is fully 

fitted to the wall.
Ÿ Mark out the desired height and position of the mirror.
Ÿ Always wear protective gear when working with glass eg. gloves & eye protection.
Ÿ Drill the holes once marked out and insert the 8mm screws provided.
Ÿ The use of any other screws may effect the security of the installation.
Ÿ Do not rest the mirror corners on any hard or abrasive surfaces.
Ÿ Do not place your handover the LED tubes when picking up the mirror as this may 

damage the lighting components.
Ÿ Connect the 200/240V power supply to the transformer supplied at the back of 

the mirror.

Ÿ Test the mirror before fixing it onto the wall via the keyholes at the rear of the mirror.
Ÿ To fix it securely lift the mirror up and lock it down with a slight bit of pressure.
Ÿ Make sure the mirror is secure before the installation is finalised and the protective 

plastic has been removed from the face of the mirror.
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Height 1000mm x Width 600mm Height 800mm x Width 600mm

Height 700mm x Width 700mm

Height 900mm x Width 600mm
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WWW.REFLECTMIRRORS.CO.ZA
UNIT A1 CONNAUGHT PARK

MCGREGOR STREET
BEACONVALE
CAPE TOWN

SOUTH AFRICA

CONTACT: +27 (0)21 9377440

EMAIL: SALES@FIGROUP.CO.ZA


